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"The question this appeal represents is whether Florida's license requirement for interior 
designers practicing commercial settings within the state violates the United State 
Constitution." 

Legislative Question: Is there a benefit to Florida nursing home residents, hospital 
patients, office workers, children in day-care facilities, members of the Florida 
Legislature  or other persons residing or working in public spaces for the continuation of 
regulation of the interior design profession?

Opinion of the Court: "The individual licensing requirement advances the state's 
legitimate interest in promoting the health and safety of occupants."

Legislative Question: Does the interior design regulation merely serves as a self-
protection for current licensees and serves to protect those already in the practice.

Opinion of the Court: "We [11th Circuit Court Justices Martin, Cox and Black] likewise 
reject Appellants' argument that Florida acted with a protectionist purpose in passing the 
interior design licensure requirement. Florida's licensure requirement is a 'safety 
regulation' and thus carries a 'strong presumption of validity'." "Moreover, the legislative 
history confirms that the [Florida] legislature highlighted safety concerns, such as failure 
to comply with fire and building codes and higher levels of indoor pollution, when 
considering whether to implement the licensing requirements." "The Florida legislature 
justified the license requirements by citing safety benefits."
 

Legislative Question: Does an Interior designers only make decisions based on what will 
"look pretty."
 
Opinion of the Court: "The practice of interior design involves direct, personalized 
communications with clients in which designers use their technical expertise to exercise 
judgment on behalf of clients on matters affecting health and safety."

Legislative Question: Does the regulation of interior designers offer any safeguards to 
the public.



Opinion of the Court: "The Florida legislature enacted the licensure requirement to 
protect public safety by ensuring that interior designers are trained to comply with fire 
and building codes."
Legislative Question: Is the Florida interior design practice act constitutional?

Opinion of the Court: "We conclude that Florida's license requirement is constitutional 
under the First Amendment."

Legislative Question: Are persons or businesses from outside Florida eliminated from 
entering Florida to practice interior design? 
  
Opinion of the Court: "While the requirement somewhat restricts entry into Florida's 
commercial interior design market, it does not block entry altogether. Rather, it merely 
requires interior designers, both in and out-of-state, to achieve proficiency in the field 
before practicing."  "The license requirement does not apply to out-of-state interior 
designers practicing in residential settings in Florida."

Legislative Question: Some persons have an advantage because they were 
"grandfathered" into the profession of interior design.

Opinion of the Court: "We conclude that the license requirement's former grandfather 
clause does not change the result. The grandfather clause was not limited to Florida 
residents, but merely to designers, both in- and out-of-state, who held occupational 
licenses in Florida counties prior to the passage of the licensing requirement."


